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Abstract: The depletion of the grey mullet population in the Taiwan Strait has generated interest
in conservation initiatives and to enhance the effectiveness of restoration initiatives, it is essential
to comprehend the specific habitat preferences of the species in question, particularly in relation
to environmental changes. In this study, habitat suitability modelling was used to investigate the
distribution patterns of grey mullet. Sea surface height (SSH) was the most significant predictor of the
grey mullet standardized catch per unit effort (S.CPUE). Furthermore, sea surface temperature (SST)
was the second most important oceanographic parameter, followed by mixed-layer depth (MLD). The
grey mullet S.CPUE peaked in regions with the summed SST, Chla, salinity, SSH, MLD and current
values being 20 ◦C, 0.9 mg/m3, 34.5 psu, 0.45 m, 18–38 m, and 0.25 m2/s2, respectively. From late
October, HSI levels in the northern Taiwan ocean increased, with a consistent upward trend. The
distribution expanded in November and December, focusing on the northern and mid-ocean regions
west of Taiwan. HSI levels peak in January and February, especially in Taiwan’s coastal region. High
HSI distribution shifts away from coastlines and diminishes in April. The findings of this study will
contribute to the understanding of this specific species and the approach used in this study may be
applicable to other fisheries stocks also.

Keywords: distribution pattern; generalized additive model; grey mullet; habitat suitability index;
Taiwan Strait

1. Introduction

The lives of communities reliant on ocean resources, biodiversity, and marine ecosys-
tems are all significantly impacted by global climate change [1]. A large amount of the
excess heat from greenhouse gas emissions is absorbed by the oceans, which eventually
causes ocean warming. Sea level rise, ocean acidification, coral bleaching, disturbance of
the marine food web, and decreased oxygen levels are only a few of the major consequences
of ocean warming [2]. The cumulative effect of these changes in oceanic circumstances
poses serious problems for biodiversity and marine ecosystems. These changes may also
have a substantial effect on fish stocks, influencing their financial viability, productivity,
and catch rates. They have the potential to alter the distribution and movement patterns
of species, increasing the vulnerability of some, changing fishing patterns, and having
a detrimental impact on livelihoods and food security [3]. Many studies have predicted
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that altering oceanic and climatic circumstances will cause a significant shift in habitat
or loss [4,5]. For instance, Lam et al. (2020) [6] projected that by the 2050s, changes in
oceanic conditions will result in a 40% drop in the tropical fish catch in some economic
zones under Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 [climate change scenario (severe
warming condition)]. Therefore, maintaining biodiversity, managing fisheries sustainably,
and assisting populations who depend on fisheries for their food security and way of life
all depend on study on the effects of oceanographic conditions on fisheries.

The distribution of fisheries is greatly influenced by oceanographic conditions, which
include physical, chemical, and biological elements that impact fish species availability
and abundance. Therefore, researching the connection between these factors and fish
distribution is essential and can serve as a first step towards managing fisheries sustain-
ably [7]. Sea surface temperature (SST), sea surface salinity (SSS), sea surface chlorophyll
(Chla), mixed-layer depth (MLD), and ocean currents are examples of oceanographic con-
ditions. These elements may have a direct or indirect impact on distribution. According
to Fredston et al. (2023) [8], for example, SST is a critical oceanographic component that
controls an organism’s thermoregulation, which in turn affects its distribution, ecology,
behavior, and interactions with other creatures. According to Miah et al. (2023) [9], SSS is
an additional important oceanographic component that has a major impact on fish physiol-
ogy, spawning, reproduction, and distribution. Plankton abundance and fish species that
depend on these resources are impacted by MLD’s effects on water column temperature
and nutrient distribution [10]. Fisheries are impacted by a wide range of other factors,
though [11]. Furthermore, major ocean events brought on by climatic oscillations can alter
oceanographic conditions [12,13]. These occurrences are a component of a larger climate
system that affects ocean conditions, fishery distribution, SST changes, and ocean currents.

The grey mullets (Mugilidae), which are strongly euryhaline, are typically considered
marine migrants. They are the most prevalent species in estuary fish communities across
tropical to temperate regions [14]. Mullets often reproduce in offshore areas, and their
larvae are carried by tidal currents. As they grow, the juvenile mullets go into estuaries to
obtain food and refuge until they achieve sexual maturity [15]. These fishes are referred to
as estuary-related or estuarine-dependent because they rely on an estuarine habitat during
their life cycle [16]. The global distribution and temporal patterns of juvenile mullets in
estuaries and other ecosystems have been extensively studied [17–19]. Similarly, the occur-
rence of adult mullets in these areas has been researched by [20,21]. The researchers [22]
identified temperature and salinity preferences as the main factors that influence the species
mix and abundance of fish. Adult grey mullet typically migrate throughout the breeding
season in various regions around the world. These migrations involve mature adults
moving from their coastal feeding sites to the open sea, where they spawn [23].

Spatial distribution models (SDMs), which are alternatively referred to as habitat
models, ecological niche models, and bioclimatic envelopes, are extensively employed in the
evaluation of species-oceanography associations [24]. Spatial distribution models (SDMs)
are mathematical models utilized for the purpose of predicting the distribution patterns of
a species within its surrounding environment. Algorithmic representations are employed
to accurately depict the natural habitats of these species. According to Lee et al. (2020) [25],
arithmetic and geometric mean models, which rely on the habitat suitability index (SI),
possess some drawbacks. These disadvantages include sensitivity to outliers, inapplicability
to zero and negative values, and unsuitability for modelling exponential development. The
use of statistical regression models, artificial intelligence models, and classification and
regression tree models has been greatly augmented due to developments in technology [26].
The latest models offer enhanced adaptability, precise forecasting, and the ability to handle
extensive datasets, outperforming prior methods in terms of effectiveness [27]. In recent
years, ensemble methods such as core bagging, boosting, and stacking have garnered
significant attention due to their enhanced performance compared to single-algorithm
models. By including bias, these models mitigate prediction error variation, resulting in
more resilient and precise predictions compared to individual models [28].
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Grey mullet (Mugil cephalus L.) is found in the tropical and temperate zones spanning
from 42◦ N to 42◦ S. This species holds significant importance for the coastal fisheries
of Taiwan [29]. As a result, the indigenous population refers to it as the “Grey Gold”.
The suitability of grey mullet roe as a delicacy in Taiwan and Japan has been observed
in several studies. Khemis et al. (2019) [30] assert that the ingestion of this particular
species confers advantageous effects on human health due to its substantial nutritional
composition. Additionally, it has the potential to improve the sediment quality in agri-
cultural systems that involve the cultivation of many crop varieties [31]. However, the
grey mullet population in Taiwan has seen adverse consequences due to overfishing and
alterations in weather patterns, leading to a decline in the overall capture of this particular
species [32,33]. As per the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 14 set forth by the United
Nations [34], it is imperative to safeguard and responsibly utilized the oceans, seas, and
marine resources. In line with this objective, the Taiwan Fisheries Agency has implemented
a range of policies and regulations [35–37]. Sustainable development is a concept that prior-
itizes the achievement of equilibrium among economic progress, human advancement, and
ecological preservation. Sustainable use and ocean protection are two objectives outlined in
Sustainable Development Goal 14. These objectives encompass the cessation of overfishing,
the preservation of marine ecosystems, and the mitigation of ocean acidification and marine
pollution. One of the primary goals of sustainable fishing is to ascertain the extent to which
global fish populations have been subjected to overfishing, complete exploitation, or remain
unaffected [38]. The sustainability of a fish supply is compromised when it is partially or
completely depleted, either due to overfishing or other factors. Therefore, it is imperative
to gain a full understanding of the habitat preferences and ranges of grey mullet and other
species in order to effectively safeguard their sustainability.

The present study proposed a hypothesis that the distribution of grey mullet in the
Taiwan Strait is greatly affected by oceanographic circumstances. The primary objective
of this study was to investigate the influence of distinct oceanographic conditions on the
distribution patterns of grey mullets in the Taiwan Strait.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection

The logbook data pertaining to the Taiwanese gill net fishery for grey mullet in the west-
ern waters of Taiwan, within the geographical coordinates of 119–121.5◦ E and 21.5–26◦ N,
were obtained from the Fisheries Agency, Ministry of Agriculture, Taiwan. The research
was conducted between January 2014 and December 2020. The data were systematically
arranged into grid cells of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ and subsequently categorized by month. The dataset
comprised various variables, namely the fishing date (year and month), fishing location
(latitude and longitude), catch (measured in kilograms), fishing effort (measured in hours),
aggregate weight of the catch (without any differentiation between dry and wet weights),
fishing gear employed, and vessel tonnage. The nominal catch per unit effort (N.CPUE) for
a 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ grid cell was determined using the catch–effort relationship, as follows:

N.CPUE =
∑ Catch

∑ Fishing e f f ort

where ∑Catch and ∑Fishing effort refer to the total catch number and total fishing effort
made by fishing vessels within the 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ fishing grid per month, respectively.

Six oceanographic parameters, namely sea surface temperature (SST), sea surface
height (SSH), sea surface salinity (SSS), mixed-layer depth (MLD), ocean current velocity
(CV), and sea-surface chlorophyll-a concentration (Chla), were used in the study region
from the Copernicus Marine Service database. The environmental data were resampled
to a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ and then matched with the fishery data by using MATLAB
(2022a) through linear interpolation. Table 1 presents the sources and specifications of
oceanographic parameters.
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Table 1. Oceanographic factors derived from various sources, each with specific specifications.

Oceanographic Data Unit Product Name Processing Level Spatial Resolution Temporal Resolution

SST ◦C

Eddy-resolving
reanalysis

L4

0.083◦ Monthly

CV m2s−2

SSS psu

MLD
m

SSH

Chla mgm−3 Biogeochemical
hindcast 0.25◦ Daily

2.2. Grey Mullet N.CPUE Standardization

There are several factors that contribute to the presence of bias in fishing data, such
as spatial and temporal considerations, which often result in the provision of inaccurate
or incomplete information. Therefore, the standardization of fishery data is imperative
in order to guarantee the quality and precision of the data [39]. Thus, in this study,
we implemented a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) that incorporated spatiotemporal
components (latitude, longitude, year, and month) and interactions (spatial * temporal) to
standardize the N.CPUE of grey mullet. The “glm” function from the “glm” package [40]
was employed for the analysis in R (version 4.2.3). We developed GLMs (stat package) for
N.CPUE standardization as follows:

S.CPUE = Log(N.CPUE) ∼ Year + Month + Latitude + Longitude + Interactions

Interactions used: year × latitude, year × longitude, and latitude × longitude. Only
standardized catch per unit effort (S.CPUE) values were used in subsequent analyses.

2.3. Assessment of Oceanographic Importance

The GAM model is popular in fishery science for examining multiple variables with-
out linear assumptions. It investigates environmental fluctuations and capture rates by
analyzing temporal, spatial, and environmental factors affecting primary catch species,
identifying correlations and estimating changes [38]. Individual GAM models with single
environmental conditions were constructed (total six GAM models) to determine the im-
portance of oceanographic factors for the grey mullet S.CPUE. Environmental conditions
showed at least a deviance explained of more than 10% were only selected for the models
construction. GAM was developed by employing the “mgcv” (“gam” function) packages
in R-studio (version 4.2.3) [38]. The mode structure is as follows:

ln(CPUE + C) = α +
n

∑
i=1

Si(X i) + ξ

where ξ is the residual term, ξ~N (0, σ2), and Xi is the independent variable, including time,
space, and hydrological environment factors. Imporatnce of oceanographic conditions was
ranked based on three indices, namely akiake information criterion (AIC), deviance ex-
plained in %, and generalized cross validation (GCV) values. Environmental condition with
the highest deviance explained value and with least AIC and GCV values was considered
as the optimal condition.

2.4. Oceanogrpahic Preferences of Grey Mullet

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the grey mullet’s preferred range of
oceanographic circumstances, an investigation was conducted to examine the association
between the grey mullet S.CPUE and selected oceanographic parameters. Suitability index
(SI) curves were constructed for each selected oceanographic factor using summed grey
mullet S.CPUE data by smoothing spline regression [41]. The regression study utilized
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the S.CPUE as the dependent variable, whereas the chosen oceanographic components
were employed as explanatory variables. The observed value of SI (between 0 and 1) is
calculated with a normalized function. The method is: all frequency distribution values are
subtracted from the minimum value and divided by the maximum frequency distribution
value (i.e., normalized). The formula is as follows:

SI =
Ŷ − Ŷmin

Ŷmax − Ŷmin

Ŷ is the simulated CPUE; Ŷmax and Ŷmin are the maximum and minimum values of
the simulated CPUE, respectively. The establishment of a SI empirical model can describe
the relationship between a single environmental factor and fishery activities. Its calculation
formula is:

SIm = e(α(m+β)2)

where m represents environmental variables, such as surface water temperature, surface
salinity and chlorophyll concentration. α and β are the solutions of the least-squares method
corresponding to each observation of the SI function [42].

2.5. Grey Mullet Habitat Distribution

Two very common empirical HSI models—the arithmetic mean model (AMM) [43–45]
and the geometric mean model (GMM) [43,44,46]—were employed to evaluate habitat
preferences [32,33,36]. The SI values of each environmental factor were introduced into
these two models [36–38]. HSI was assumed to have a univariate value range between 0
and 1 [39]. The AMM and GMM empirical HSI models were calculated as follows:

HSI − AMM = 1/m
m

∑
n=1

SIn

HSI − GMM = (
m

∏
n=1

SIn)̂(1/m)

where SIn is the SI for nth environmental factors, and m is the number of environmental
factors inserted into the model. The selected environmental conditions were applied in all
possible combinations to construct empirical habitat models. The performance of the HSI
models were evaluated, and the model with the lowest Akaike’s information criterion was
selected as the optimal one. Finally, the spatial distribution of HSI values was determined
using the selected HSI model and mapped using ArcGIS (version 10.2) software to predict
potential habitats; these data were then compared to standardized CPUE data. The least
and best habitat preference are indicated by 0 and 1.

3. Results

From the annual change chart (Figure 1), it can be seen that the catch of mullet is
mainly concentrated around December, and from the passage of months in each year, the
monthly catch and the CPUE of this species change significantly. The monthly catch of
mullet ranges from approximately 1.21 million kilograms (December 2015) to approximately
760,000 kg (December 2020), and the highest and lowest CPUE values of this species from
November to January are, respectively, approximately 595.6 kg/day (January 2019) and
29.3 kg/day (November 2017) (Figure 1a). Only the standardized CPUE of grey mullet was
used for the analysis (Figure 2). Since the mullet fishing season in western Taiwan waters
is around the winter solstice, we can see the average monthly catch and CPUE changes
in mullet (Figure 2). The analysis results show that the catch of this species starts at the
beginning of the fishing season (November) approximately 30.119 kg, and reached the
highest production in December (approximately 822.788 kg), and then gradually drop to
approximately 254.455 kg at the end of the fishing season in January; the mullet catch fall
between approximately 807 and 1586 kg during the non-fishing season. At the same time,
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the CPUE of this species falls between 0.6 kg/h and 7.4 kg/h during the non-fishing season.
But when entering the fishing season (December), approximately 216 kg can be caught per
hour, and then drop to approximately 164 kg/h in January. Yearly, the highest and lowest
grey mullet CPUE were observed in 2019 and 2014, respectively (Figure 1b).
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3.1. Oceanographic Importance

The significance of oceanographic parameters for the grey mullet S.CPUE based on
AIC, GCV, and deviance explained values is showed in Table 2. Based on these values,
SSH (AIC = 27,821, GCV = 1.221, and deviance explained = 21.8%) was the most significant
predictor of the grey mullet S.CPUE. Furthermore, SST (AIC = 27,829, GCV = 1.278, and
deviance explained = 19.4%) was the second most important oceanographic parameter,
followed by MLD (AIC = 27,842, GCV = 1.297, and deviance explained = 17.3%). Current,
salinity, and Chla showed deviance explained less than 10%, thus, omitted from the models
construction. Impact of various oceanographic condition on the grey mullet fishery is
showed in Figure 3.

Table 2. Importance of the oceanographic conditions from GAM analysis. Bolded ones are the
selected ones.

Factor AIC Deviance (%) GCV p(f)

Current 27,848.71 3.787 1.821

<0.05

Salinity 27,839.44 5.916 1.832
SSH 27,821 21.86 1.221
MLD 27,842.4 17.39 1.297
SST 27,829.3 19.45 1.278
Chla 27,846.23 7.322 1.856
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3.2. Oceanogrpahic Preferences of Grey Mullet

Figure 4 illustrates the preferences of grey mullet for all the oceanographic parameters. The
optimum ranges of SST, Chla, Salinity, SSH, MLD and current as indicated by
SI > 0.6, were 19 ◦C–23 ◦C, 0.5–1 mg/m3, 33.4–34.6 psu, 0.4–0.5 m, 18–68 m, and 0.17–0.31 m2/s2,
respectively. The grey mullet S.CPUE peaked in regions with the summed SST, Chla, Salinity, SSH,
MLD and current values being 20 ◦C, 0.9 mg/m3, 34.5 psu, 0.45 m, 18–38 m, and 0.25 m2/s2,
respectively. Therefore, the oceanographic conditions for grey mullet within the study area
remained favorable throughout the study period.
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3.3. Grey Mullet Distribution

The models incorporating all three environmental conditions (SST, SSH, and MLD)
demonstrated superior performance in both AMM and GMM techniques, as indicated
by the lowest AIC and highest adj. R-squared values. The AMM- and GMM-generated
full model exhibited similar R-squared values of 0.948 and 0.905, respectively (Table 3).
Therefore, only the GMM-derived habitat model incorporating SST, SSH, and MLD was
utilized for the ultimate habitat prediction.

Table 3. Performance of various combinations of habitat models. Bolded ones are the final selected
models for habitat distribution.

Model
AMM GMM

p(f)
α β AIC Adj. R2 α β AIC Adj. R2

SST + SSH −0.79019 37.03395 57.9222 0.904208 2.359196 35.1477 59.86293 0.874589

<0.05
SST + MLD −2.53874 31.58654 56.91449 0.769931 1.084259 29.00036 56.71469 0.866612

MLD + SSH −3.58387 37.26174 68.87942 0.757339 −0.44404 37.71407 58.40023 0.903204

SST + MLD + SSH −9.08041 46.65361 54.68672 0.90544 −1.10386 39.71116 52.78061 0.948057

From the monthly HSI distribution results, it can be seen that the winter period is
suitable for grey mullet to reproduce and grow. Starting from late October, HSI increased in
the northern Taiwan ocean. HSI distribution continued to increase and spread throughout
November and December, concentrating north and mid-ocean west of Taiwan (Figure 5).
In January and February, HSI peaks and is closest to coastal Taiwan. Starting from March,
the high HSI distribution area moves away from the coast and gradually decreases in
April. During the summer (from May), the HSI index becomes very small because the high
temperature is not suitable for growth of mullet.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Yearly Catch Variability

The present study observed the catch per unit effort (CPUE) of grey mullet in two
distinct areas. In 2016, the capture of grey mullet exhibited a declining pattern, which
could be attributed to the occurrence of an El Niño phase following a period of neutral
ENSO phase in 2014–2015. Prior research has indicated that El Niño occurrences have a
negative impact on fish catches mainly due to their disruption of the usual ocean current
and temperature patterns [47–53]. This disruption leads to a decrease in the upwelling
of cold, nutrient-rich water, which is crucial for the marine food chain [54]. In areas such
as the western Pacific, this disturbance results in a reduced availability of nutrients for
phytoplankton, which are the foundation of the food web [55]. Consequently, this leads to
a decline in populations of fish and other marine organisms.

The period from 2017 to 2020 experienced a neutral ENSO phase, which could po-
tentially explain the rise in catch following a warming phase in 2016. During a neutral
ENSO phase, which happens when neither El Niño nor La Niña conditions are present,
the oceanic conditions become more stable and predictable, which is beneficial for marine
productivity [56]. During this phase, there are consistent upwelling processes that occur
without the severe disturbances induced by El Niño or the excessive nutrient flow of La
Niña. As a result, there is an ideal amount of nutrients available in the surface waters [57].
The presence of stability in the marine ecosystem fosters a state of health and equilibrium,
ensuring the maintenance of food chains from plankton to larger fish species [58]. Conse-
quently, this leads to a notable rise in fish catches. Under these conditions, fish populations
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flourish, resulting in increased abundance and accessibility of fish. This, in turn, improves
catch rates and contributes to the growth of local economy.

4.2. Grey Mullet Distribution

According to Naimullah et al. (2020a) [59], the presence of the Kuroshio Current and
coastal currents has contributed to the enhancement of species diversity and productivity
in the waters next to Taiwan. The Taiwan strait (TS), situated in the tropical to subtropical
western Pacific, is influenced by three significant currents: the Kuroshio Branch Current
(KBC), the China Coastal Current (CCC), and the South China Sea (SCS) Current. The
fishing grounds and marine habitats of the East China Sea and South China Sea, which are
adjacent to the Taiwan Strait to the north and south, respectively, are impacted by these cur-
rents [60]. The KBC system creates a conducive environment for the cultivation of diverse
species in the TS region. According to Shiah et al. (2000) [61], the CCC provides a neritic
water mass characterized by low salinity and temperature, while exhibiting a high nutrient
content due to its proximity to the rivers of the Chinese mainland. Despite common belief,
the KBC, originating from the Kuroshio Current, exhibits elevated salinity and temperature,
as well as a nutrient concentration similar to that of the CCC [62]. These qualities give
rise to a water mass that possesses physical attributes that are different from those of the
adjacent water. The distribution of grey mullet is influenced by various properties, includ-
ing temperature and salinity. The observed pattern suggests that throughout the summer
season, both South China Sea Water and Kuroshio Branch Water exhibited a northward
invasion. The mean summer current on the eastern side has the potential to attain a velocity
of 90 cm/s. During the summer season, the southwest monsoon typically has a value
below 0.025 N/m2. According to Jan et al. (2002) [63], a stream travelling at a velocity of
90 cm/s cannot be propelled by a wind force that is inadequate. Consequently, instead of
being influenced by local winds, a substantial portion of the circulation must be driven by
remote forcing that originates on a vast scale. The implementation of extensive forcing is
designed to induce a northward flow of waters in the northern South China Sea, facilitating
their entry into the East China Sea via the Taiwan Strait. The windward Kuroshio Branch
Current on the eastern side is influenced by remote factors during winter, while the China
Coastal Current on the western side is influenced by the northeast monsoon. This could
potentially explain the increased occurrence of grey mullet on the northeast coast from
September to January.

Furthermore, both the KBC and the CCC play a role in the process of upwelling.
According to Naimullah et al. (2020b) [64], the lower current in the TS exhibits an upward
flow direction from the continental slope, whereas the surface current is predominantly
influenced by wind. Furthermore, intermittent water injections from the Kuroshio Current
are observed on the eastern side of the TS. The aforementioned phenomenon of upwelling
induces the upward movement of water that is rich in nutrients and typically cold in
temperature. The nutrients facilitate the process of fertilization in surface waters, hence
promoting a significant level of biological productivity. As a result, these fertilized TS
zones have the potential to function as optimal fishing sites for grey mullet. In addition
to its hydrological nature, upwelling exerts a significant impact on the ecological system.
According to Tang et al. (2002) [65], the Taiwan Bank upwelling and Dongshan upwelling
zones are well aligned with fishing areas on the west coast during the summer. This
alignment may explain the higher occurrence of grey mullet on the south-west coast near
Taiwan Bank during the summer season.

Lastly, the bottom in the subsea region is complex. Tidal currents are influenced by
the morphology of the seabed and the presence of capes, resulting in the formation of
anticlockwise eddies [66]. According to Lin et al. (2005) [67], the topographic profile of
Taiwan Strait reveals a shelf-like terrain extending from the northwest to the southwest
region. The western region of Taiwan exhibits a higher tidal amplitude, which has been
identified as a favorable fishing area in the current study. Tidal currents transport high
chlorophyll concentrations from the estuary to the ocean current, where they attract sec-
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ondary producers such as fish, crabs, and mollusks. This process facilitates the harvesting
of grey mullet.

4.3. Implementation of This Study

Habitat models can facilitate the identification of fishing grounds that are underuti-
lized or just partially utilized. Nevertheless, the potential for overfishing to occur as a
consequence of simplifying the identification of fishing sites underscores the significance
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The implementation of SDG 14 has initiated
deliberation over the well-being of the ocean and its significance for the plane’s future [68].
The conservation is the most crucial factor in this context. Conservation measures can be im-
plemented in areas that have been excessively exploited, and habitat models can be utilized
to initially determine the distribution zone of a specific species. An evaluation of the condi-
tion of these high or low catch zones can be conducted by assessing the stock in areas that
are either overexploited or underexploited. The SDGs aim to tackle significant challenges
that pose a danger to ocean resources, including overfishing and climate change. However,
achieving these goals necessitates a focus on the socioeconomic aspects of ocean politics
and the unique perspectives of the least developed countries and tiny island states. Since
their implementation, the SDGs have gained institutional support [69,70]. An examination
of the habitat of grey mullet in the TS has the potential to enhance the implementation of
sustainable management strategies for the species. The main objective of SDG 14.4 is to
achieve fish stock levels that are biologically sustainable. Habitat modelling can be essential
for defining the habitat of grey mullet in the TS, which is critical for achieving this goal.
Furthermore, SDG 14.5 specifically targets the preservation of coastal and marine regions.
In order to enhance the sustainability of fish stocks, it is possible to designate highly fished
areas as protected zones by implementing temporary fishing prohibitions. SDG 14.6 ad-
vocates for the cessation of subsidies that support overfishing. To prevent overfishing,
it is advisable to cease providing subsidies to fishing vessels that sail to less-exploited
regions. The promotion of ocean sustainability and resource conservation can be facilitated
by advancing scientific knowledge, conducting research, and facilitating the transfer of
marine technologies. It is imperative for relevant policies to take into account the Criteria
and Guidelines established by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (SDG
14.a), provide assistance to small-scale fisheries (SDG 14.b), and effectively enforce and
uphold international maritime law (SDG 14.c). The initial stage in sustainability research
may involve the modelling of species distribution or habitats. The significance of this
work is evident, and we have chosen habitat modelling as the initial measure for achieving
sustainable management of the black Pomfret fishery in Taiwan Strait.

5. Conclusions

The distribution patterns of grey mullet were investigated using habitat suitability
models in this study. The primary determinant of grey mullet standardized catch per unit
effort was found to be sea surface height (SSH). In addition, it is worth noting that sea
surface temperature (SST) ranked as the second most significant oceanographic measure,
with mixed-layer depth (MLD) ranking higher. The grey mullet S.CPUE reached their
highest levels in areas with the combined SST, Chla, salinity, SSH, MLD, and current values
of 20 ◦C, 0.9 mg/m3, 34.5 psu, 0.45 m, 18–38 m, and 0.25 m2/s2, respectively. Starting in
late October, the levels in the northern Taiwan ocean exhibited a steady and continuous
increase. In November and December, the distribution increased, with a specific emphasis
on the northern and mid-ocean areas located to the west of Taiwan. HSI reaches its highest
point in January and February, particularly in the coastal region of Taiwan. The distribution
of high HSI exhibits a shift away from coastal areas and experiences a decrease in April.
The results of this study will enhance comprehension of this particular species, and the
methodology employed in this study may be relevant to other fishery populations as well.
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